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A general goal of complex systems theory is to find simple. efficient, and $acc:\backslash lrato$
descrriptions $()f$ empirical complex systems. For a general theory, the notion of $a(curacy$
or, for $t1_{1\dot{r}}\iota tlI$ ) $at\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} er$ , approximat ion needs to be generalized. A network t,opology will
require a $di[ic.:rent$ kind of approximate than a time series. This requires a distinction
between characteristic properties which should be contained in the description $fro\ln$ others
$w1_{1}i\uparrow:1\downarrow$ are unilnportant,. IIere, a rigorous formalism for such a distinction is developed by .
applying $t:Oi1t\prime e_{I)}ts$ from computcr science and statistics to an idealized, generic, computer-
$con1,rol1_{1^{1}}.c1$ experiment.
1 Introduction
A complex systems can become an economical problem. Understanding its internal
machinery, describing it, and predicting its future behaviour can be expensive. The
$pro1-)1_{t^{A}1}\cdot n$ of $fi_{11(}1i_{ll}g$ simple, accmrate, and efficient descriptions is a central &s[)ec:t of
the work \langle ) $llt_{-}^{\backslash }(\ln])1_{C^{\backslash }Xb’}ystems$ . Perhaps it is the $unif\gamma$ing aspect of complex-systems
$sc.ie\iota\iota c:c^{s}.$ .
$I_{1}t^{J}t\cdot t^{J}sti1|gly$, this ])$rat^{\backslash }t\ddagger c\cdot.a1$ problem is closely related to the $p1_{1}ilosophi_{Cjl},1pl.(1\succ$
lem of orn $Jrg\epsilon^{\tau}.nce[1,2]$ . Stated in its weakest form, this is the question $why\backslash$; if
the basic: laws of physics are so simple, the $wo$rld around us appears to have $Stlcl\iota$
a $r^{\backslash }1t:\}_{1}$ structure. A partial answer that easily colnes to $mi_{l1}d$ is this: If we would
try to $c=1_{\iota}[)1)]y$ the basic laws $ev\langle ry$ time we interpret the world around us, it would
just take too much tiine. Instead, we are using other descriptions that are rriore,
$effic\cdot ic\mathfrak{n}t1_{3^{r}}$. But each mpplies only to a particular part of the world, so we need many
of them. $I_{l1}$ the language of coinputer $St\cdot ien(e[3]$ , we are $tradi_{Il}gcolnp_{t1}tati_{o1}\iota t;inlp$.
for descriptiori length. A ppareutly, this is a good deal. The structure of the world
as we see it, is a result of $solvi_{I}\iota g$ just the economic problem mentioned above. We
are reducing the cost of describing the $CO1^{-}n\mathfrak{x}$)$1ex$ system “world“.
This $is$ only a partial answer to the $proble\ln$ of emergence. Many questions
remaain unanswered, $:_{\backslash }’\iota\iota ch$ as, “Why are there distinct, parts for $w1_{1}ich1ffit\cdot ient$
descriptions exist?” or $C$an efficient descriptions be found systematically, and, if
yes, $1\iota ow?$ . But it is tliis partial answer that will be of interest here, for it is itself
incompletO.
$F_{\lrcorner}ffici_{t^{i}11}t$ , simplitied cles( $:rI_{1)}tiorls$ are rarely perfectly precise, an($1$ sornehow $\dot{\iota}$
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decision has to be made which information about the thing described the descrip-
tioIi sho111( $1$ reproduce, and wl.tich may be ignored. The $CO1^{\cdot}\iota vention_{t}^{l}\backslash .1$ strategy to
pro( $eed$ when $arrivil\iota g$ at this $]$ )$art$ of the problem (e.g. [4, 5, 6]) is to ]) $res\iota\iota_{1^{J_{I}}1^{J}\}}os’(,($ ]
that $t1$)$\epsilon^{1}$ information $legaJ^{\cdot}dil\downarrow g$ the thing described is incomplete txnyway, $i11l([$
only the available $il\cdot\downarrow ft$ ) $[11\iota atio]111lust$ be reproduced. This blurring of the $1$ ) $ic.1^{\sim},tt\cdot c^{\tau}$
comes under $\iota \mathfrak{n}a,ny$ different names: finite samples of noisy data, $c\cdot oj)_{\mathfrak{l}}rse$ graining,
partitioning of the sta,te space, etc. As a result, the choice of the simplified de-
scription $bec\cdot omes$ essentially a function of the mode of observatioii. $B_{11}t$ does this
correspond to the $f_{cTt}\cdot ts$? The history of $St:it^{\backslash }\prime Ylce$ knows many $t^{3}xatnplcs$ of simpli-
fied descriptions (and related $t\cdot Ollcepts$) that have been introduced long before $1,1_{1t}$ .
$thii\rceil gs$ described could be observed. Obvious exainples are descriptions in terms
of $q$ ua.si-particles such $a_{\backslash }\backslash {}^{t}holc^{1}s$’ and “phonons” used in solid state physics. $Ol1$
the other tiand, $des^{t}c1^{\cdot}\dot{I}[Jtio$ns that are much coarser than any $rea_{\sim};\prime O11d,ble1i_{1}\iota|it$ of
observation are also frequently used. One lnight just think of a description of
traffic flow in terms of at,omic “cars”.
Shalizi $al\iota d$ Moore [7] suggested a $so]_{(1}tion$ of this problem based on causal states
[8]. Here, a different argument for redu($:ing$ the information to be reprodu( $:t^{\backslash }.t1$ by $a$ ,
description is explored. InforlIlation regarding the thing describ$ed$ is $dro$])[) $ecl\iota\iota ot$
$bec_{r}\urcornert1\t^{1}$ it is $|\iota navaila1_{I}1c$ , but for the sake of an efficient and simple description.
Central to this argument is the distinction between two kinds of descriptions:
models, that produce data somehow similar to present or future real data, and
$cba1^{\cdot}act,J^{\cdot}i7_{d}e’t$ tions that summarize some aspects of data.
Predictions about $($ :omplex systems generally require both: $i)$ mode} that is
used for the predictioll, and a characterizatibn that specifies what aspects of $th\{s$
real data the model is \’{s}upposed to reproduce. By the condition that model and
characterization are $l$)$0$th simple and efficient, particular choices for the information
to be retmned by tbe descriptions are singled out. This part of the $i\mathfrak{j}1f_{orn1\delta}ticln$ is
“relevant” for a simple reason: it can be predicted within given cost $t\cdot Ollst\grave{\iota}\cdot aints$.
In the remainder of this work, it is shown that this approac,$hc_{\dot{r}}\iota n$ be takei $\iota$
be: ond $ha||d- wa\backslash ri_{1l}g$ . Forinal definitions of basic notions are introduccd. Desider-
ata for $Gt:0llo\iota nicdesc:riptions$ are summarized under the notion of $|$)asic $l1$odel-
specifying $cf_{J}arac$tcvizations (b.m.$s.c.$ ), and it $is$ shown that nontrivial b.m.$s.c$ . ex-
ist. They are by far not unique. The accuracy and detail of preferred descriptioIis
$dep_{CI1}ds$ on the available resources, and the formalism is taking this into account.
Results are illustrated by a minimal example.
2 The formalism
For the formal $analy_{b^{\backslash }}is$ , both models and characterizations are represented by
computer programs. The coinplex system to be described is represented by a
computer-controlled experiment. Fig. 1 illustrates the interaction between exper-
imeirter (the “Control Parameter” terminal), experiment, model, and $c:h_{i}\iota 1^{\cdot}bt:teri-$
$zatio\iota l$ . A characterization of data is given by a $state\ln(\backslash ,nt$ saying the data passes
a $t^{\backslash }.\epsilon\backslash t\cdot tailt$ tes $t$ ; a statistical test in general.
Throughout the $t1\iota c^{1}ory:$’ assume a control parameter format $C\subset\{0,1\}^{n}$
and a data format $D_{J}\subset\{0,1\}\}$ ’ to be fixed, with $\{0,1\}^{k}$ denotiiig the set of
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Figure 1: (a) Generic: setup of a computer-cont,rolled experiment;. (b) Data fl$ow$ in a
test of a computational $lnc$)$del$ .
all $1$ ) $inalystri_{11}gs$ of length $k$ and $n,$ $r’|,$ . $\in N_{0}$ . Given a control parameter value
$x\in C$ and being run, thc $experinlel\iota t$ (including the $D/A$ and $A/D$ conversion)
produces an output val$uey\in D$ . Input and output $dat_{1}a$ can $f$ ) $e$ sets of numbers,
images, $ti$} $n\triangleright$-series, $etr$ . The only $lnajor$ limitation is that both $C$ and $D$ are finitc
sets. The $A/D$ conversion of the experimental output naturally involves $\dot{s}$ornc.$\cdot$
loss of $i\iota\iota f_{\dot{O}1}\cdot\iota nation$ . But below it is argued tbat the information $I$)$a\sim ssingt1$ } $1Otlg\}_{1}$
the $A/D$ converter ($:aI1$ be much richer than the information tested for $al\iota d$ being
reproduced in the model. The information loss at the $A/D$ converter is not $d\epsilon cis’ivt^{\backslash }$
for $clett^{-\backslash }-r\iota ni_{11}il$ )$g$ the $c^{\Delta}lne^{1}\prime rgent$ ’ description.
In general, the complex system involved in the experiment is not deterrninistic.
The experimental output $y$ is a realization of a random variable $Y$ with values
in $D$ . The experim $r_{\vee^{-\backslash }}nt$ is assuuned reproducible in the sense that repeated run.$\dot{L}’$
of the experiment (with identical x) yield a sequence $Y_{1},$ $Y_{2},$ $\ldots$ of statistically
$\backslash$
independeut, identically distributed (i.i. $d.$ ) results.
Definition 1 For a given (deterministic) $m$achine model, a test $t$ is a $p\iota^{\backslash }og_{1}\cdot an\cdot\iota$
that $t’,\iota l\sigma es$ a con$tl\cdot olp1l\downarrow J.$ itrneteJ $X\in\zeta 1$ as innput, runs, $a_{j}t1d$ then halts with output$\cdot$
$0,1,$ $Ol\cdot C^{a}$ . $Wt_{J}en$ the ou tput is not $e$ , the test can request severa1 (lata $|.\backslash il11pJe\backslash \cdot$
before $1_{1}alt_{1}Ing$ ( $l\cdot CJ.l1$ in Fig. 1). $TheJ?,$ $cx!c\cdot u$tion of $l_{l}he$ tes $t$ is suspended uritil
a sample $y\in D$ is wri $tt.\cdot en$ into a dedicated storage accessible by the tcsl;. CIhe
nuun $l\cdot$)$\rho j$. of samples requested can depen$do11$ the sampled $y$ but is hnite for $ji\cdot ny$
sequence of $|\backslash \cdot u$ccessive sarnples.
By $t1\iota^{1}$ output $e$ the tests $t$ indicates that $x$ is not within the range of validity
$C[t]$ $:=$ { $x\in C|outp_{11}t$ of $t$ with input.$x$ is not $e$} of the $correspondi_{It}gch_{i1J\mathfrak{k}1}x^{\backslash }.\dagger_{l}t^{\backslash }t\cdot i-$
zation. The outputs 1 or $0$ indicate that the uull hypothesis (see below) is $”\iota^{i}ceptcd$
or rcjected by the test, respectively.
Models are represented by generators.
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Definition 2 Given it $71lachix\iota e$ lnodcJ, generator $g$ is a $p\iota\cdot ogJd\Pi l$ tbat $ljitk_{C^{s},\backslash }’\iota$
con$t$ro$ll$)$alametevx\in C$ as input, runs, outputs $da$ta $y\in D$ and halts. The
$pJ^{\cdot}o_{b)}J^{\cdot}aJ1$ fias access to a source of independent, even$1y’$ (Jist$ribnt_{\theta}c1_{1’tI\mathfrak{l}}\prime do\iota$} $1$ bits’ il 1
an $otheJ^{\cdot}wis^{\backslash }cdetel\cdot mi1J$istic machine.
Now, a cost functions is introduced which measures the cost,involved in
$r\iota 1ttli_{11}g$ models $g$ and tests $t.,$ $constructil\iota g\dot{\iota}111d$ evaluating them, and perform-
ing $C’X$ ]) $t^{\Delta}I^{\cdot}ilmt_{\vee}^{\lambda}11ts$ . We assume that tfiis cost can be expressed in terms $01^{\cdot}$ th‘
$1engt1_{1}sL(t),$ $L(g)\in N_{0}$ of the prograIns $t8Jtdg$ , their average execution tiines
$T(g),$ $T(t)\in \mathbb{R}\geq 0$ and $t_{\iota}1_{1}\epsilon!$ averagc number $N(t)\in \mathbb{R}\geq 0$ of experimental $r\iota tr|9$ re-
quircd by $t$ . To be specific, define $T(\cdot)$ as the maximum of the expcctation $V\prime r_{u(}\backslash$
of the $r\backslash 11ltilIle$ over all $x\in C$ and all distributions of input data, $N(\cdot)$ analogously.
It can be shown that $T(t)$ and $N(t)$ are always finite. As conventional, the $r|\iota\iota llll$)$el$
of tests or generators $\eta wi$th length $L(q)\leq n$ is assumed to be finite $I)_{1}[1n\in N_{(\}}$ .
Definition 3 $A$ cost function $K$ is a $n1$apping $K$ : $N_{0}\cross \mathbb{R}\geq(|arrow \mathbb{R}\geq()(j$ . $K$ :
$N_{0}\cross \mathbb{R}\geq 0\cross \mathbb{R}\geq 0arrow \mathbb{R}\geq 0$ that $increase\dot{s}strictl_{J^{r}}$ monotonically in all its argnments.
The a$bt$)$1^{\cdot}\epsilon^{t}\iota^{r}ia$tion $K(t)\backslash ’!jd1lds$ for $K[L(t), T(t), N(t)]$ if $t$, is a test and $K(g)\prime st_{t^{r}}m$(;
for $K[L(1\gamma)/\cdot 7^{1}(g)]$ if $g$ is it generator.
In practice, the cost of descriptions depends strongly on the $e\cdot ircumst,a_{l}nc:cs$ . The
theory should therefore be independent of the particular cholce of the ( $(.)st$ function..
For this $p\iota lr\iota$ )$ose$ , as is rnade clear by Theorem 3 below, the following defiiiition is
convenient.
Definition 4 Let $l^{J_{1}}\dot{\epsilon}\downarrow,ncfp_{2}$ be two tests or $\cdot t\iota VO$ generators. Then $t1_{\dot{J}}r:rela_{l}tionf^{\backslash }\preceq$
(always cheaper or equal) $r^{\prime md}\prec$ (always cheaper) are $dc:finec11$)$v\vee$
$pl\preceq p_{2}$ es $L(p_{1})\leq L(p_{2})$. and $T(p_{1})\leq T(p_{2})$ and $N(p_{1})\leq N(p_{2})$ (1)
(for generators without the last condition) an$d$
$pl\prec p_{2P1}gef\preceq p_{2}$ an$d$ not $p_{2}\preceq p_{1}$ . (2)
$f1t(^{\backslash },\backslash t$ or generator $p$ is said to $be\prec$-minimal in a set $P$ of $t$ests ($j\cdot g\cdot e!$ }$?t^{s}ral:or\backslash ’$
if $p\in P_{i1,tI}cl$ there $iq$ no $y)’\in P$ such that $\int J^{J}\prec p$ .
Lemma 1 $R$ela$tion\preceq is$ transitive an$d$ reflexive, rela$tion\prec is$ $tr=ansit,i^{r}e$ and an-
tireflexive.
(Sin $c:e\preceq is$ not $antisy\iota nmetric$ , it is not a partial order.) The proof is standard.
Lemma 2 For $an.)’$’ two tests or generators.$p_{1},$ $p_{2}$ , an$da1IJ^{y}$ cost functi$r$) $tJK,$ $l^{J}\iota\prec l$)$2$
implies $\kappa(\uparrow)_{\int})<K(rJ_{2})$ .
PROOF Assume that $p_{1}$ and $p_{2}$ are generators. Then $L(p_{1})\leq L(p_{2})$ and
$T(p_{1})\leq T(l^{J}2)$ and $\langle^{nit,\}_{1e1}\cdot L(p_{1})},<\iota(\iota_{2})$ or $T(p_{1})<T(p_{2}),$ $sitl(.$(! if $\}$) $ot,\cdot\iota_{1}\backslash .\cdot\cdot$ .
the last part of conditioll (2) would be violated. Thus, using the strict monotony
of $K$ , one has either $K[L(p_{1}), T(p_{1})]<K[L(p_{2}), T(p_{1})]\leq K[T_{\lrcorner}(l’’\sim/), T(p_{2}’)]$ or
$K[L(p_{1}),7^{\gamma}(?^{\gamma}1.)]\leq K[L(p_{2}), T(p_{1})]<K[L(p_{2}),T(p_{2})]$ . Both imply $K(p_{1})<$
$K(I^{l}2)$ . For tests the proof is analogous. $\blacksquare$
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Theorem 3 Let $PI$ ) $e$ a set $ot$ tests or generators. $p\in Pis\prec$-mininial in $p$ if’ $AJ1(l$
only if tlicie is a cost fimction $K$ },$\cdot h\xi\iota t_{\dot{r}}\iota tt_{d}in\backslash \urcorner$ its minin.mm $O1’\epsilon^{\backslash }1^{\cdot}P_{i}\iota tp$ .
PROOF Thc “if“ $1)_{\dot{C}}$) $rt$ : If $so\iota neK$ would attain its lninilntlln over $P$ at $?$) but $p$
was not $\prec$-minimal, there would be a $p’\in P$ such that $p’\prec I$) and, by Lcmrna 2,
$K(l^{J^{J}})<K(p)$ . But this contradicts the premise. So $p$ is $\prec$-minirnal.
The ${}^{t}0\{|1y$ if” $1$ ) $\backslash rt,:$ Assulne $pis\prec$-rniniinal in a set of generators $P$ . We $sl$) $ow$
that the.$1.C^{s}$ is a cost function that attains its minimum over P. $\xi\iota tl$) by explicit
construction. Let $K(l, t)$ $:= \dot{\backslash }’(l, L(p))+\bigwedge,(t, T(p))$ with $\kappa(z, \approx 0)=z$ for $-\sim\leq z_{1)}$
and ,$\mathfrak{i}(\approx, /-,’())=L(\int))+r\Gamma(I))+\hat{4}$ for $z>\angle,0\sim$ . Obviously $K$ satisfies stri( $t$ monotony.
And any $\int)’\in P$ that does not have $L(p’)=L(l))$ and $T(p’)=7^{\urcorner}(l)$ [atltl hence
$K( \int_{\backslash -}’)=K(p)]$ must have eit,her a larger $L$ or a larger $T$ than $\uparrow$) otherwise l)
would not be $\prec$-miniinal. But then $K(p’)\geq L(p)+T(\mu)=K(p)$ . So $K(l))$ is $t1_{1(}\backslash$,
$\min i\ln mn$ of $K$ over $P$ . For test$s$ the proof is analogous. $\bullet$
Lemma 4 Every YIOJ$J6^{\backslash }mpt_{J^{r}}$ sct $P$ of $test,\backslash \neg$ or generators contains an $e1_{\theta Yt1O1J}t_{l)}$
$\mathfrak{n}^{r}hj(:\}_{1}$ $is\prec- J1|in$imal in $P$ .
PROOF Assume $tl\iota atP$ has no $\prec-1\downarrow\downarrow inilllitl$ element. Then for every $t^{\backslash 11nt}t^{1},lnt.$,
$p\in P$ there is a $p’\in\Gamma$) such $t1\iota$ at $p’\prec l$) $.$ . Thus an infinite $seq\iota_{!^{\in}}\backslash \prime nce$ of successively
$alway_{S-(}\cdot 1_{1(}\vee^{\backslash }a_{I)er}(\prec)$ elements of $P$ can be constructed. $Bec.ause\prec is$ transitive amd
antireflexive, such a sequence contains each element at most once. Let $l$ be the
first $elelr\iota e\iota\cdot it$ of such $j1_{R}$ sequence. Since, by definition, $l$) $\prec q$ implies $L(p)<’-:L((l)$ ,
and there is only a finite number of prograins $q$ with $L(q)\leq L(p)$ , the nmnl: er
of $sn\mathfrak{c}\cdot c\cdot t^{\backslash }ssors$ of $\int JC’a1^{\cdot}1t1(t$ bc infinite. So the $prclnise\backslash$ that $P$ has no $\prec$-minimal
element is wrong $f\dot{o}re\backslash .llY$ noncinpty P. $\bullet$
$Th\epsilon’|\prec-1^{\cdot}t\iota i1\backslash i_{\ln l}1ele\wedge\backslash .1flC^{1}1|t$ is generally not unique. $Different\prec-1ni_{I1}i_{l}n_{\dot{C}}\iota 1Y1\dot{m}i_{I}nizcc\cdot.ost\downarrow$
functions that give (lifferent weight to the resources length, time, and, $(^{\backslash }xpeli\backslash n^{\Delta}.tlta1\cdot$
runs used. On the other hand, it turns out that in practice the $1l\iota achint^{1}$. dependeitce
of relation $\prec$ for irnpleInentations of algorithns on different processor $n|o(1e1_{\iota}\backslash$ is
weak. $r_{1^{\urcorner}\}_{1}erefore}$ instead of cost functions, $relation\prec is$ used below.
A central element of statistical test theory [9] is the power function. It is clefined
as the probability $t1_{1}a1^{\sim}$, the test rejects daata of a given (usually paramctcrized)
distribution. The goal of statistical test theory is to find tests who’s power $f_{11}rlct_{\iota}i_{oIt}$
\‘is below a given significance level $c\backslash$’ if the null-hypothesis is satisfied, and as la.rg .
as $I$)$ossil$)[ $e$ otherwise.
Denote by the test function $t_{x}(\{y_{i}.\})$ the output of the test $t_{\iota 1}’it$ con $|jlo1_{1)}\ \cdot$
raineter $x:\in C[t]$ when applied to the sequence of experimental results $\{y_{i}\}\in D^{\propto)}$
(for formal simplicity, the sequences $\{y_{i}\}$ are assumed infinite, even though tests
use only finite subse$(\downarrow tlClJces)$ .
Definition 5 For a$n.$) test $t$ , th$e$ power of the test function $t_{x},$ $wfi$(}$n$ applied to
the $1^{\cdot}h11$ fom.sequence $\{Y_{\gamma}\cdot\}$ vvith $val\iota.\iota$es in $D^{\infty_{J}}$ is the probability $ot\cdot$ reiecting $\{Y_{i}\}$ .
i.e.,
$p_{1)}w(t_{7}, \{1_{i}’\}):=Pr[t_{x}(\{Y_{i}\})=0]$ $(\tau\in C[t])$ . (3)
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Unlike in conventional test theory, there is 11O independent null hypothesis $H_{0}1\iota erC^{\Delta}$.
$tha^{\{}G$ $\backslash tales$ the distribution or the class of distributions of $\{Y_{i}\}tI_{1_{C}’1}t$ is $te\backslash \backslash \backslash f_{J}\mathfrak{t}^{\backslash }(1$ for.
Instead, givc’n a test { $\iota ll\mathfrak{c}\cdot ti_{011}t_{r}.$ , the nllll hypothesis, i.e., the cli1S$S$ of distributions,
is $d\epsilon:b_{11}c^{J}c1$ })$y$ the cortdition
$pow(t_{x}, \{Y_{\dot{r}}\})\leq\alpha$ , (4)
where $0<\alpha<1$ is a fixedl significance level.
$Now$ , the concepts from statistics and computer science introduc $\backslash d$ above are
$corn1)I11C^{1}\cdot(1$ . Denote by,$q_{x}$ the $\}_{\backslash }’equence$ $\{Y;,\}$ of $rand_{0l}n$ outputs of geuerator $q$ at
$COI1|_{\lambda}ro1$ paI ameter $jj$ .
Definition 6 A gen$t’l\cdot i\tau tot\cdot g$ is an optimal generator relative to a test,$\cdot$ $t$ and a
power $t$}$n\cdot\epsilon!sho1d1>\gamma>\alpha$ (notation: $\{$)$pt_{t}^{\gamma}g$) if
1. $pow(t_{J:}, g_{x})\leq\alpha fo1^{\cdot}$ all $x\in C[t]$ an$d$
2. $f\dot{c}$)$l$ . everv $genel\cdot;ato1^{\cdot}g’\prec g$ there is a $x\in C[t]$ such that $1$) $ow(t_{x’\backslash J_{x}’})>\gamma$ .
This implies that $g$ is $\prec$-minimal in { $q^{l}|pow(t_{x},$ $g_{x}’)\leq\alpha$ for all $x\in t^{\gamma},$ $[t]$ }. Henc‘
$g$ is, fOr $b’O111C^{s}$, cost $fur|$ ($:t\iota on.,$ $t1_{1}e$ minimal (-cost) model for the $1.$) $I^{\cdot}O1?t^{s}lty\dagger_{l}1\downarrow’atf$ is
testing for. The seconcl $(:\mathfrak{c})ndition$ can be satisfied only for $P^{a\iota\cdot ti}(\backslash .u$] $al$ choices of $t$ .
It requires a rninimal $t$) $ov_{\iota}rer\gamma$ from $t$ to distinguish the models that it characterizes
from those is does ltot. Constructing tests that maximize $\gamma$ leads to $re^{\iota},b^{\backslash }ults’$ similar
to the $lc$)($:al1..\iota^{r}$ most, powerful tests of statistical test theory [9].
For $r1A$ i.i.d. ran($1_{0l}n$ sequence $\{Y_{i}\}$ denote by $p[\{Y_{i}\}\rfloor$ the distribution $f_{1111(}\cdot\dagger,ion$
of its elements, i.e., $I$ ) $[\{]’\}](y)$ $:=Pr[Y_{1}=y]$ for $y\in D$ .
Definition 7 Call a $9^{(^{3,}nC_{d}^{*}rat_{oJ}\cdot g}$ an optimal implementation with respect to tt
set $\overline{C_{/}}\subset C$ if it $is\prec-ln$ inimal in { $g’|p[g_{x}’]\equiv p[q_{x}]$ for all $x\in\overline{C}$} (the set of
$\cdot$
$t_{\neg}^{J)}n$era-
tors $tl\iota a,f$ ($fo$ exactly the same).
Theorem 5 For $e\iota\cdot er.\backslash \cdot\cdot t_{J}^{\urcorner}-\subset C$ , every optim$al$ implementation $g$ with respect to
$\tilde{C}$ , and $e^{J}\backslash J’Pl\cdot.\gamma 1>\gamma>\alpha$ there is, a test $t$ such that $opt_{l}^{\gamma}g$ and $C[t]=C_{J}^{\overline{\gamma}}$ .
PROOF An explicit construetion of $t$ is outlined: $x\in\overline{C}$ can be tested for by
$k\mathfrak{c}:e])\overline{1}l|g$ a list of $\tilde{C_{J}}^{Y}i\iota\iota t$ . Since there is only a finite number of ($/’\preceq g$ , tbe $t^{1}\prime s|$
must $disti\iota\iota guishp[g_{\gamma}]$ from a finite number of different distributions $p[g_{?}’.]$ for all
$x\in\overline{C_{\text{ }}})$ with power $\gamma$ . This can be $ac.$:hieved by comparing a $s\iota\iota fficiel|tly_{i1(:(t1i}.tc^{\backslash }$
$rep\iota\cdot est^{\backslash }.t\iota f_{l}ation$ of $p[g_{a:}]$ , stored in $t$ for all $x\in\tilde{C}$ , with a histogram obtained $t\dot{\uparrow}rom$
sufficiently $\iota nal\cdot lysam$ }) $1_{t^{\backslash }}\cdot.s$ of $g_{J:}’$ . $\bullet$
Deflnition 8 Call a pair $(t, g)$ a basic model-specifying characterization
(b.m.s.c.) if $tis\prec-1T1i_{I1}iJ$nal in { $t’|opt_{l}^{t},g$ and $C[t]\subset C[t’]$ } for some $1>\gamma>0/$ .
$1I^{\neg}ro\tau nt_{x}$ , tests for $lt\iota^{Y}\backslash \backslash at\mathbb{R}\{eH_{0}$ at other significance levels can be $COl$) $stluct\cdot ec1$ .
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That is, for some cost function the test $t$ gives the minimal ( $har_{\dot{t}}\iota c\cdot t_{J}t_{\sim}^{\backslash }rj_{Zj}\iota tio(1$ rc-
quir ed to specify $g$ (givem power $th_{1}\cdot es$hold $\gamma$ and range of validity $C[t]$ ) . $s_{01Y\iota(}\backslash |,i_{11}\iota e\backslash$
there $j1.\uparrow t^{\backslash }$ other generators which are similar to $g$ but cheaper. Then $t$ must be very
specific to characterize $t;1_{1}e$ particularities of $g$ . In other cases, the output of $g$ has
an $\iota^{\backslash }:|se!1\downarrow ti_{c}\sqrt 1y$ new, “striking” property which cannot be $obt’\iota i_{11}ed$ with $c\cdot 1_{1^{\backslash },A}1$)$el$
generators. If the property is really $striki_{1l}g^{1}$ , a rather cheap and $genel\cdot it$ test $t$
is $s\iota.\iota ffi(:i(\backslash |7t$ to detect it. Thus $t$ can ignore aJ1 other information contained $i_{1}\iota$ the
$out_{I)}\iota\iota t$ of $g$ . Such $d1^{\cdot}1a_{1^{J}I)roximate}$ characterization is $\ln o$st likely $|^{\sim},oap|$ ) $!y$ also
to the data of an actual experiment. Then the b.m. $s.c:$ . $(t, g)$ provides a specific:
but ecouomic description. After verifyiug the b.m. $s.c$ . for some control pararneters
$x\in$ a$[t]$ , approximatc predictions of experimental result$s$ for other parameters
can $\cdot 1$ ) $c^{1}$ obtained from.$q$ by $th\subset!$ usual (thotlgl\iota philosophically opaque) $mt^{\backslash }.\dagger fiIl0t1$ .of
$ind_{11C}:ti_{C)}\iota\iota$ .
A trivial b.m.$s.c$ . is given by a test. $t$ that always outputs 1 and so’ne $g!\iota l\epsilon^{X}.r_{C}\iota to\iota$.
$g\prec-\iota ni\iota\cdot\iota i\iota nal$ among all generators. But the following $l\mathfrak{n}akes$ clear that the world
of $l$) $.1^{\cdot}n.s.e\cdot$ . is much $lic:1_{1t^{\backslash }1}\cdot$ .
Theorem 6 There is, for $ev(iJy\tilde{C}\subset C$ and every optimal implementa.tio$ng$ with
respect to $\tilde{C}$ , a test $f$ such this $t(t,g)$ is a $b$ . m.s.c. and $\tilde{C_{\text{ }}}\subset C[t]$ .
PROOF Fix some $1>\gamma>\alpha$ . By Theorem 5, the set $S$ $:=\{t’|opt_{t}^{\gamma},g$ an(1 $\tilde{c.}:\subset$
$C[t’]\}$ is nonempty. $\ulcorner 1^{\urcorner}heorem6$ is satisfied by any $t$ which is $\prec-mjni$} $[]al$ in S. By
$Le\iota n\iota na4$ , such an $e1_{P111(}.’\cdot nt$ exists. $\blacksquare$
3 A simple example
As a $\iota\cdot nil\iota ilnal$ , analytically traceable example, consider am experiment wittiout
control para,lneters $C=\emptyset$ in which only a single bit $is$ measured, $D–\{0,1\}$ .
The probability $p$ for the cases $y=0$ to occurs is exactly $p=0.52$ , and the
$co\iota n\iota)[exity^{:.:}$ of the $s\backslash$ stems consists just in this nontrivial value. With $r\vee$. $=0.1$ ,
the followiug pair $(t, (\dot{)})$ is a b.m.$s.c.$ : A generator $g$ [with $L(g)=$ 52byte and
$T(g)=\ulcorner)()\tau_{-}\prime or\iota$ the $l\cdot tMlX$ model processor [10]; the unit of time reads $oo$] $\supset s’$ ]
$that_{l}o\iota\iota tp_{t1}tsy=0$ and $y=1$ with exactly equal probability $p–1/2$ , arncl a
t\’et,. $t$ ( $L(t)=$ 104byte and $T(t)=255$ $v$) that verifies if among $N=5$ samples
both $y=$ $()$ and $y=1$ occur at least once. This test is the cheapest test $\{,\}_{1}at$
accepts the model $g(pow(t, \{g\})=1/16\leq\alpha)$ and rejects all cheaper $1^{\cdot}t\{odc1s$ ,
narnely genorators $g’C1_{I}at$ alwa.y$s$ output the same value [one finds $L(g’)=28$ byte,
$T(g’)=38?J,$ $pow(t, \{c/’\})=$ ] $>\alpha$]. But $t$ also characterizes all experiments for
which ])$(w(t, \{Y_{i}\})=l)N+(1-p)^{N}\leq(0’.$ , such as our case $p=0.52,$ $wt\iota ert^{\backslash }$.
$pow(t, \{Y_{i}\})\approx 0.t)(j\lrcorner$ .
There are other $1$) $.111.H.t$ . for the experiment. For example, a $g_{f^{\backslash }t1}er\iota tol;q^{:}$ thal;
$co\iota m_{I\prime})11tt^{\backslash }b$ a 8-bit random $j_{I1}(|eger$ in the range $0,$ $\ldots’.2^{8}-1$ , and uses it to output $t/=$
$0$ with probability $p=133\cross 2^{-8}=0_{\iota}^{r}$) $195a\iota\cdot ldy=1$ otherwise [$L(g^{*})=76$ bytc$\cdot$
and $T(g^{*})=225$ $t^{1]_{\backslash }}$ a.lld a test $t^{*}$ that verifies if within 962 samples between
437 llltl 487 $(^{\backslash }.ases!J---\cdot 0$ occur [$L(t^{*})=1.12$ byte, $T(t^{*})=$ 40430 $\tau_{-)}$ ] . $Ol|^{1}$ finds
$pow(t^{*}, (g^{*}\})=0.099_{t}\aleph 34\leq O’=0.1$ a,nd ])$()w(t^{*}, \{Y_{i}\})=0.099832\leq 0$’ for the
experiunental data. The next cheapest generators, which have $p–=132$ $\cross 2^{-b^{\backslash }}=$ :
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0.5156 or $l$) $=134$ $\cross 28=$ 0.5234, and ar, faster because they reqtiire $()|||Y6-$
bit or 7-bit landolll $11111nbc^{Y}rs$ respectively, a,re rejected with a power larger $t,1_{1}a1^{\cdot}|$
$\gamma=().|$ [) $\aleph_{t}^{\ulcorner}$) ) $76>\alpha$ . A ( $h\dot{\epsilon}$ aper test could not reach this $\gamma$ .
$()l1^{\backslash }111ig1_{1}t$ think of $g,$ $g*$ , and $solnc:ex_{\iota’}i\kappa\cdot.tg^{**}$ as a primitive $froll\downarrow$ of different,
levels of ($1\prime tiio1$ the saine experiment.
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